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Portuguese troubadour of the second half of the thirteenth century. 
This subject is also discussed at length in Vol. 2 of Gr?ber's 

Grundriss der Rom. Philol., pp. 219-221 and 440-441. 

With the exception of these and a few other errors and omissions, 

Mr. Underbill's book deserves to be recommended as a useful 

contribution to the study of the literary relations between England 
and Spain in the sixteenth century. 

H. R. Lang. 
Yale University. 

Geschichte der norwegisch-isl?ndischen Literatur, von Eugen 

Mogk. [Nordische Literaturen A. Grundriss der german 
ischen Philologie2, II Band. 3 Lieferung, 1902, 4 Lieferung, 

1903]. Pp. 555-923. 

A history of Old Norse-Icelandic literature most naturally falls 
into three parts : 1. Eddie poetry ; 2. Skaldic poetry ; 3. The 

Sagas. Chronologically, we cannot, indeed, draw any hard and 

fast line between the first two,?we cannot, e. g., speak of an Eddie 

period and a Skaldic period for, on the one hand, even the pryms 
kvifta and the oldest parts of the H?vam?l, are 

undoubtedly ante 

dated by Bragi inn gamli and only contemporary with porbjorn 
Hornklofi, and on the other, many lays usually called ' Eddie 

' are 

of a comparatively late period. Nor can the two be set apart 

formally as absolutely distinct. Nevertheless, the Eddie lays repre 
sent an earlier stage, 

a more popular form of poetry, while the 

skaldic lays are the more artificial product of the court poets. The 
former contain in songs, whose authors we do not know, the divine 

myths and the heroic sagas, that were to a 
large extent the common 

property of the people, while the poetry of the skalds is historical, 

and the authors in nearly every case known. The poems of the 

Elder Edda belong to different ages just as they may be far re 

moved in point of place within the West Scandinavian North. In 

general, we may say they have been composed between 850 and 

1050. Among late post-Eddie poems called ' Eddie 
' 

because they 
are similar in character to the lays of the Codex Regius of the 

Elder Edda belongs also the Gr?pisp?, which is a later interpolation 
into the original collection. The skalds Korm?k, Hallfref?r Van 

drceftask?ld, Gunnlaugr, Sighvatr, pormoftr KoIbrunarsk?ld and 
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Arnorr Jarlask?ld, who represent the best period of Icelandic 

skaldic poetry, lived in the last half of the tenth century and the 

first three-quarters of the eleventh.1 Finally, the classical period 

of the Icelandic saga was between 1170 and 1250. With Snorri 

this reached its highest perfection about 1230.2 

Mogk's history is necessarily only an outline of the whole field. 

The Eddie poetry is given 86 pages, the Skalds 73, while the Sagas 
are accorded 200 pages. The work includes the learned and the 

religious literature of the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries thus bring 

ing the work down through the Middle Norse-Icelandic period or 

the period of transition to the early modern literature. As intro 

ductory to the whole there are ?ve chapters (pp. 555-569) on the 

prehistoric period, the period of oral transmission, the period of 

bloom of the saga, and the copying and transmission of the literary 
monuments. 

In ? 2 the author discusses the question as to what extent runes 

were employed and as to how far we may assume that part of the 

early poetry was transmitted in runes and not exclusively by word 

of mouth. That runes were used for such purpose is evidenced by 
e. g. Sturlungasaga i, 392, (Mogk, p. 557). The statement in 

Sturl. i, 341, 15, pa fannsk visa pessi ? Sauftafelli ristin ? kefli? 
followed by the visa in question furnishes proof that songs were 

enscribed by means of runes on kefli or cylinders of wood, but the 

passage does not warrant the assumption that the procedure 
was 

common, indeed it may rather indicate that it was unusual. We 

recall also the passage in the Egilssaga 286,3 where porgerSr says to 

her father : nu villda ek fafter, at vit leingdim lif ockart, su? at p? 
matter yrkja erfikuatfSi eptir Boduar, en ek mun rista a kefli. 
Professor Sievers4 attaches much weight to this evidence and thinks 

that it proves, that this was the manner in which the old lays were 

regularly preserved, arguing 
4 
denn nur so l?sst sich die Menge und 

die relativ korrekte Ueberlieferung der alten Lieder begreifen.' 
One cannot help but answer with Finnur J?nsson,5 however, that 
if the use of runes for recording lays was very general it is exceed 

ingly strange that the custom should not be referred to oftener and 

1 Korm?k was born 937 and died 967. Arn?rr was born 1011 and lived 

until 1073. 
2 
Mogk, p. 737. 3 Ed. J?nsson. 
4 Paul's Grundriss I, 243. 5 Litteraturhistorie I, 348. 
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in the best sagas. It does not seem that much can be proved from 
the large number of the lays and their generally accurate trans 

mission. Finnur J?nsson has pointed out how extensive the prac 
tice of committing lays to memory was. The aptitude of the early 

Norsemen and Icelanders for learning such lays and preserving 
them in memory is well known. Also that there were those who 

made it their profession to learn the songs of older poets both for 

self-instruction and for the purpose of entertaining others (F. J. 

p. 349). However, in view of such evidence as Sturl. i, 341, 15, 
cited by Mogk, 557, one cannot with F. J. reject absolutely partial 
transmission of lays by means of runes. Mogk's position, that for 

a part of the skaldic lays we may assume written transmission is 

therefore justified. The evidence of the Swedish R?ksten1 is 

important in this connection but, as it seems to me, by 
no means 

of such wide significance for Old Swedish literature as Professor 
Schiick believes.2 Bj?rn M. Olson has gone farthest in assuming 
such transmission for early Icelandic literature. He believes that 
a considerable portion of the prose literature also?the laws and the 
earliest historical literature, were committed to writing in runes on 

parchment before the introduction of Latin script. Here Mogk 
accepts unreservedly the position of Gustav Storm (Arkivf. nord. F. 

2, 172 ff.) and Finnur J?nsson (Lit. 2, 246 ff.),3 who have shown 

conclusively it seems to me that Olson's position is untenable. 

The much-mooted question as to the date and course of the intro 
duction of the heroic saga into Norway is discussed in ? 3 and more 

fully in ? 77 in connection with the heroic poetry. Mogk has else 
where shown that the Herulii brought the Ermanrichsaga from the 

region of the Danube to Scandinavia in the first quarter of the 
sixth century. He further attempted to show that at the same 

time and in the following centuries Norwegians learned through the 
Franks the Niflungasaga, the Sigfriedssaga, the Wayland myths 
and perhaps others. He calls attention to the striking points of 

agreement with the account of Jordanes and how the Anglo-Saxon 

version differs from the Eddie. For the saga of Siegfried, that of the 

Burgundians and of Attila, Mogk now assumes a different course, 

1 
Reproduced on p. 12 of Sch?ck's Illustrer ad Svensk Litteraturhistoria, Vol. 

I, discussion, pp. 11-15. 
3 
Ibid., pp. 14-15. 

8 Also Den forste og anden gram. Af handling i. Sn. E., Indledning. 
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inasmuch as knowledge of these is not evidenced in Denmark in 

early times. He therefore assumes direct contact between Ger 

many and Norway. The Saxon confederacy formed a mighty 

barrier between Denmark and the western Franks and for centuries 

there was no intimate intercourse between Danes and Saxons. On 

the other hand, there was a 
lively commercial intercourse between 

northern Frank ish territory and eastern England and western 

Norway extending from 500 down to as late as 850. Thus it is 

explained that the Frankish heroic saga appears among the Nor 

wegian branch only of the Northern peoples. The view that Pro 

fessor Bugge has held that the Anglo-Saxons were the medium of 

transmission Mogk rejects, 
' denn wir haben weder Zeugnisse, die 

eine Pflege der Siegfried-Niebelungendichtung bei den Angelsach 
sen voraussetzen, noch wissen wir etwas von einem regeren Verkehr 

zwischen Norwegern und Angelsachsen vor Begin der Wikingerzeit. 
Durch die Gedichte Bragis aber steht es fest, dass im 9 Jahrhun 

dert nicht nur jener Sagenkreis im Norwegen bekannt, sondern 

auch bereits mit der Ermanrichsage verbunden gewesen ist (Ark. f. 
nord. Fil. 9. 10 ff. ). Diese Thatsache spricht aber daf?r, dass die 

Einwanderung nach Norwegen vor 800 stattgefunden hat.' In 

support of the author's strong position here we have the evidence 

of recent studies in the archaeology of Norway and Denmark. This 

shows indeed that extensive commercial relations existed between 

the Norwegian coast districts and northwestern Germany from 600 

to 800, of which no trace is found in Denmark. (Rygh, Aarb0ger 
f. nord. Oldk., 1877.) And Mogk adds: Aus diesen Thatsachen 

geht mit Wahrscheinlichkeit hervor, dass die V?lsungen- und die 

Sigfried-Burgundensage vor dem 9 Jahrh. aus dem n?rdlichen 
Teile des fr?nkischem Gebietes direkt zu den Norwegern gekommen 
ist, die sie in d. Wikingerzeit gepflegt und weiter gebildet haben. 

Future investigation cannot fail to establish the correctness of this 

view. 

With regard to the time of oral transmission (chap. 2), the 
author's position will probably be accepted only in part. We have 
here to do with the question of the home and age of the Eddie lays. 
First is treated briefly the political conditions in Norway that led 
to the settlement of Iceland, the self-imposed exile of a 

large num 

ber of the chieftains and the nobility, and the founding of a new 
home and a new cultural state. Politically Iceland was separated, 
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but between the Norwegians who emigrated and those who remained 

at home there continued to exist the closest social and commercial 

intercourse. It was a bit of Norway that emigrated. The volun 

tary exiles took with them their native customs, their songs and 

legends, their religion and their heathen gods. The songs and 

legends 
were fostered and further developed, and so here arose, 

Mogk believes, the greatest part of the lays that are handed down 
to us in the Eddie collection. The author speaks of the commercial 

relation that existed between Iceland and the British West, and 
that the culture of the people they came in contact with must have 
had its influence on them, but he does not think this influence was 

as extensive as some have held. 
' 
Die direkte Her?bernahme eines 

Stoffes aus keltischer, angels?chsischer oder antiker Dichtung l?sst 

sich weder beweisen noch wahrscheinlich machen, wenn die M?g 
lichdeit auch nicht zur?ckgewiesen werden kann. Dagegen scheint 
es mir ganz unm?glich, dass die Isl?nder?oder wie Bugge will, die 

Kolonisten auf den Inseln des Westmeeres Motive aus verschiedenen 

Dichtungen eines oder Mehreren V?lker her?bergenommen und 

diese zu einem wohlgegliederten Gedichte verarbeitet haben.' We 

do not believe with Mogk, however, that evidence of Christian 

influence, where present, argues much for an Icelandic as 
opposed 

to a Norwegian home. Such extensive Christian influence as Bugge 

accepted would hardly be possible in Norway or Iceland, hence 

their Western origin as Vigfussen had assumed before. But if we 

accept only a limited Christian influence, the question of the home 

has not necessarily much to do with it. Such Christian elements 
are not criteria of Icelandic origin. One is tempted here to com 

pare Mogk's views with Finnur J?nsson' s. The two scholars, who 

agree on so much that is fundamental, hold radically different views 

on many mooted questions regarding the lays of the Edda. Where 

they differ most it is well to be slow in passing judgment. Mogk's 
more conservative attitude toward the text will meet with the 

approval of scholars. Finnur J?nsson has less regard for the text 

as handed down, and thinks interpolations have crept in in large 

numbers, in which respect he certainly has gone too far in e. g., the 

H?rbarftsljcf?. On the other hand, Mogk's theory that these lays 
were composed in Iceland and not in Norway is nowhere supported 

by arguments that are 
convincing. In Mogk's opinion, lays that are 

largely the same in character and treat of the same general subjects 
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have probably arisen in the same locality. In 1867 M?bius urged 
the necessity of studying every lay by itself, both as regards time 
and place. These lays may all or most of them have been com 

posed in Iceland, but it may as well have been in Norway. Gen 

eral conditions favor neither country to the exclusion of the other. 

Only in the case of the Volundarkvf?a and some of the H?vam?l 
does Mogk accept certain Norse origin, while the prymskvtiSa 

probably is Norse or had a Norse prototype. Mogk stands, there 

fore, in this respect diametrically opposed to Finnur J?nsson, who 

finds the place of origin of the greater number of Eddie lays in 

Norway (Lit. i, 1894). The only lays that in his opinion are 

Icelandic are the two late lays, Volusp? enna skamma and Gripisp?, 
while five, Helgakvi6a Hundingsbana, Oddrunargr?tr, Goftr?nar 

hvqtr, Sigur?arkvt?Sa skamma and Atlam?l en gr nsko are assigned 
to Greenland. The arguments are from the language of the lays 
and the natural scenery they picture. Other scholars, M?llenhofF, 

Hof?bry and Niedner had, hi part from arguments of language, 
attempted to show that the lays were Norwegian, while, on the 
other hand, Bj?rn Olson found that such evidence favored rather 
an Icelandic home. The evidence of language is, however, often 

very uncertain. We cannot know, e. g., the geographical distri 

bution of a word in West Scandinavian territory in those times. 
In the new environment with the changed conditions in Iceland, 

many nouns and verbs, for instance, would be lost or 
develop modi 

fied meanings and might thus often be helpful evidence, but not 
alone conclusive, it is clear. The argument of natural scenery is 

strong, but neither can this prove, e. g., a Norwegian home as 

opposed to an Icelandic. Icelanders regularly visited Norway. A 

poem showing familiarity with Norwegian scenery might very well 
be written in Iceland, though the probability is on the other side. 

The age of the lays is further discussed in ? 16. With Hof?bry1 
the author believes that they have originated at a time when the 
old heathen religion was in its decline, when indeed Christian 
influence had begun to make itself felt ' und doch spricht noch aus 

fast allen Gedichten lebendiges Heidentum. Ooms Eingreifen in 
die Geschicke der Menschen, seine Wanderungen auf Erden, pors 

Kraftvolle Taten im Dienste der Menschheit sind so lebensvoll 

dargestellt, dass aus ihnen auch die Religion der Dichter spricht. 

1 
Eddastudien. 
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Nach dem Jahre 1000, wo sowohl in Norwegen als auf Island das 

Christentum zu Staatsreligion erhoben war, sind solche Lieder 

unm?glich. Somit sind die meisten Eddalieder in den beiden letzten 

Jahrhunderten des Heidentums gedichtet, zwischen 800 und 1000 
n. Chr. F?r diese Zeit spricht auch die Sprache, spricht die Form 

der Eddalieder. 
' 

In conformity with his theory of the home of the 

lays he finds the period between the establishment of the Ulflj?tslog, 
930, and the adoption of Christianity, 1000 to be the only period 
that makes the greater number of the mythical lays and their 

motifs intelligible to us. The purely epic poems are for the most 

part older as well those of the divine as those of the heroic saga 

(p. 573). Certain lays Mogk assigns a much later date than F. J. 
and other scholars have done. Thus Skirnism?l and Baldrs Draumar 
are dated 950 (F. J. 890-900), Il?rbar?sljoK, the second half of 
the tenth century (F. J. 900-925, Niedner 890 about), Alvissm?l 
as late as 1200 (F. J. 950-975) and Rigsfiula, the first half of the 
tenth century. It will not be possible here to discuss the age of 
these lays. A long period of transmission I cannot accept for the 
liar barftslj oft for reasons that I shall try elsewhere to show and the 
Alv?ssm?l is undoubtedly Icelandic, whether with Mogk we regard 
it very late or not. We cannot therefore hold J?nsson's arguments 
on home and age of lays to be everywhere unwiderlegbar.1 Nor 

can we, on the other hand, accept Mogk's general theory 
as to 

home. In discussing the various etymologies of the name Edda 
the author decides in favor of the etymology offered by E. Mag 
nussen, namely that it is formed from Oddi, the name of the estate 

where Snorri was reared, the meaning being, therefore, 
' the Book 

of Oddi.' Gislason's etymology, however, (<^odr, 'poem,' 
Edda = 

poetics) is the only satisfactory one that has yet been 

offered, has been quite generally accepted now and will probably 
have to stand. 

So much space has already been occupied that I can only outline 
the author's treatment for the remainder of the work. After a dis 

cussion of the Eddie lays under the general heads : A, Odin lays ; 

B, Thor lays ; C, Other lays of mythological content ; D, The 
transition to the heroic epic (Grottasqngr, VqlundarkvtiSa) ; E, 

Lays of the heroic saga, the author takes up the scaldic lays. The 
names and contents of these are considered, their form, language 

1 As Niedner, ZfdA. 41. 
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and transmission. This is followed by the Norwegian skaldic 

poetry (in which the genuineness and early date of Bragi is, with 

F. J., Gering and others, accepted unreservedly), the Icelandic 
skaldic poetry, the early renaissance and the Sturlungs. A chap 

ter is given to the learned and the sacred poetry of the thirteenth 
to the sixteenth century, and one to the Rimur. These Mogk 
regards as going back to the Latin hymn, and not, as Keyser and 

G. Storm did, to the Norwegian popular ballad or as Wis?n or Jon 

porkelson, who found their prototype in the Icelandic Runhenda. 
The saga literature is treated last. The introduction deals with the 

origin and development of the historical saga, the recording of the 

saga and its written transmission, the different kinds of sagas, their 

character and historical value, the sources of the historical sagas, 

Ssemundr and Ari inn froSi, after which follows a more detailed 
account of the separate sagas. 

George T. Flom. 
University of Iowa. 

June, 1904. 

Balder, Mythus und Sage. Nach ihren dichterischen und reli 

gi?sen Elementen untersucht von Friedrich Kauf?mann. 

(Texte und Untersuchungen zur Altgermanischen Religions 

geschichte.) Strassburg, 1902. xii + 308 pp. 

The Balder-legend has long been a standing problem in Ger 
manic mythology. The most eminent scholars in this field for more 

than two centuries have exercised their ingenuity in their attempts 
to explain or interpret the myth ; yet no result acceptable to all has 
ever been reached. Whether the attempt of Kauf?mann has been 

more successful than those of his predecessors is a question ; but the 

thorough scholarship and analytical acumen which the noted Ger 
manist brings to his task, no less than the consistent application 
which he makes of the latest results in the study of Comparative 
Religion make this attempt one 

worthy of special notice. 

In the preface the author defines his position. The conventional 
treatment of Germanic mythology hitherto in vogue has been super 
seded by the broader and more comprehensive methods of the his 
torians of comparative religion. Kauf?mann expresses his great 

indebtedness to students of this school, notably W. Robertson Smith, 
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